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Abstract

The digital age has yielded information systems (IS) that reduce the complexity of our everyday lives. As such, smart personal assistants (SPAs) like Amazon’s Alexa or Apple’s Siri combine the comfort of intuitive natural language interaction with the utility of personalized and situation-dependent information and service provision. These systems collect and analyze users’ personal data which raises information privacy concerns. The situational trade-off between enjoying personalization benefits and taking privacy risks is known as personalization-privacy paradox (PPP). Although approaches exist to solve the PPP by system design, SPAs’ novelty and technical sophistication require research for adequate solutions. Hence, this research-in-progress report shows where we stand on our way towards solving the PPP for SPAs.

1. Motivation and Research Question

Within the sphere of technological advancements, IS’ ability to collect and analyze users’ personal and context data has long become useful for delivering personalized (i.e., user-tailored and context-dependent) services [6, 9]. Service providers use consumer data to improve services by learning about usage patterns and issues, deliver additional value to consumers, monetize their services and, consequently, gain competitive advantage [22, 40]. Furthermore, prior research has found that users are more likely to value and adopt IS if they provide personalized information and services [15, 36, 47]. However, the collection, storage and analysis of users’ personal data in conjunction with a lack of trust and transparency about which data are collected and how they are used triggers users’ privacy concerns [22, 41]. These concerns lead users to preserve information boundaries which prevent them from disclosing personal information [1, 2, 22, 31, 36].

However, since personal data is needed to provide personalized services and information, users find themselves confronted with situational trade-offs between personalization benefits and privacy risks, known as the personalization-privacy paradox [3, 22, 38]. The PPP theorizes that the intention of individuals to enjoy personalization benefits and, consequently, the willingness to be profiled for such purposes is a function of their disposition towards privacy. In other words, individuals who have a high disposition to value privacy often have a low willingness to share personal data for personalization benefits and vice-versa [3, 22, 31, 38].

While collecting personal data for personalization purposes has yet become common practice in online marketing and advertising [3, 38, 47], e-commerce [36] and other (foremost mobile) contexts [e.g., 28], recent technology developments build a new frontier of personalized information and service delivery through smart systems such as SPAs like Amazon Alexa, Apple’s Siri, Microsoft Cortana and Samsung Bixby. These systems combine the comfort of intuitive natural language interaction with the utility of personalized service provision. In practice, SPAs unfold their potential in various forms and contexts [7], such as in smart home environments [10], in cars [5], in service encounters [46], or as support for the elderly or impaired [10].

The worldwide number of SPA users is expected to grow from 390 million in 2015 to 1.8 billion worldwide in 2021 [39]. As the user count increases, more and more anecdotal evidence appears suggesting that personalization benefits are accompanied by information privacy fears, such as that devices would ‘listen’ without being activated by the wake word and that providers analyze personal speech and text data [e.g., 1, 2]. This fear of privacy infringements combined with the lack of transparency will likely lead to distrust, reluctant usage behavior or even disuse. However, the growing user count indicates that social risks are often overseen, underestimated or condoned as they are outweighed by personalization benefits [3, 47].

Against this backdrop, my work is devoted to solving the PPP for SPAs by appropriate system design. Developing systems that are both as beneficiary and as privacy-protective as possible is important for at least two major reasons: first, from a normative perspective, protecting individuals from social risks resulting from system use is foremost the
responsibility of system design [18]. Second, from a behavioral perspective, users are more likely to adopt personalized and privacy-safe systems [38]. Hence, my goal is to answer the following research question:

**RQ:** How can the PPP be solved by design for smart systems such as SPAs?

With my completed research, I aim to contribute to theory by expanding the existing scope of PPP research to smart systems, a class of systems which is novel and technically sophisticated. Further, solving the PPP for the class of smart systems yield to prescriptive knowledge as part of a nascent design theory [13, 14]. From a practical perspective, the application of the results for IS development will lead to smart systems that provide personalization benefits while reducing privacy risks. Therefore, this research-in-progress report will set the stage by introducing the background, explain the methodology and present and discuss preliminary results.

2. **Theoretical Background**

2.1. **The Personalization-Privacy Paradox**

While the terms to describe the inherent conflict of the PPP differ from benefit vs. risk, gain vs. loss, approach vs. avoidance, the PPP always reflects an internal consumer conflict during decision making [27]. Prior studies have shown, that individuals who value information transparency are less likely to participate in personalized services [3, 22]. Especially in the digital age the degree of personalization of a service positively correlates with the number of data that must be collected from the user [32]. However, in case it becomes obvious that organizations gain financial profit out of personal data, users tend to avoid personalized services [30].

Awad and Krishnan’s [3] survey among 400 online consumers shows that, especially where benefits are more apparent to consumers, information privacy concerns are mitigated in return for the advantages they enjoy from personalization [3, 17]. Other studies indicate privacy concerns’ negative impact on the intention to adopt personalized services, while no significant relationship could be observed between privacy concerns and non-personalized services [36]. Xu et al. [47] as well as Sutanto et al. [38] investigate the PPP in the context of personalized marketing and found that, although personalization could somehow override privacy concerns [47], users of both personalized and privacy-safe applications engage in higher application usage behavior and saved adverts more frequently than those whose applications lack features of privacy protection. However, the PPP has not yet been addressed with regard to SPAs.

2.2. **Smart Personal Assistants**

Although SPAs have recently gained success on the consumer market, personal assistance provided by IS is not a novel research topic. In the past, research around question answering systems like BASEBALL [12], ELIZA [44], and LUNAR [45] was mainly conducted in the field of artificial intelligence and focused on expert systems in relatively limited domains [23]. However, technical evolutions such as cloud-based scalable infrastructures, natural language processing, semantic reasoning, voice recognition and voice synthesis have paved the way for this novel type of smart systems. SPAs interact with the user via natural language interfaces and offer many opportunities of service and information provision to reduce effort and complexity of users’ everyday tasks [7]. They can broadly be defined as systems that use “‘input such as the user’s voice […] and contextual information to provide assistance by answering questions in natural language, making recommendations and performing actions” [4, p. 223]. More technical definitions draw on the term agent. For example, Fuckner et al. [11, p. 89] consider an SPA to be a “specialized intelligent artificial agent that helps users to do their activities [...] as an [...] intermediary between humans and other agents in a multiagent environment.” The term agent stresses that the SPA is an autonomous entity capable of perceiving and taking actions within its environment to achieve a certain goal [35], namely to assist the user conducting a specific task. Further, the SPA as an agent (e.g., Alexa) is able to interact with other agents, such as technical agents (e.g., a smart fridge) and human agents (users).

3. **Methodology**

Finding a solution for the PPP in SPA usage is a design research problem. I thus conduct a multi-step approach which basically follows the design research cycle of Vaishnavi and Kuechler [8]. Of the five phases the authors propose, this research-in-progress report presents results of the first two steps.

In the Awareness of Problem step, an exhaustive literature review [42, 43] of 115 SPA papers in IS, computer science and human-computer-interaction was conducted to identify functional principles and recurring design characteristics of SPAs [24]. An additional literature review was conducted to identify prior approaches to solve the PPP in other contexts to inform the design in the subsequent phases.
Based on the findings, an interdisciplinary, collaborative workshop [26, 29] with three academic IS experts (between 3 and 25 years of experience) and three academic public law and information privacy experts (between 2 and 40 years of experience) was conducted in the Suggestion phase. Therein, experts developed a shared understanding of SPA design, outlined different SPA usage scenarios and discussed general personalization benefits and privacy risks for the functional principles and the different design characteristics. As of now, a second workshop will follow in which the same group of experts together with experienced IS development practitioners conceptualize solutions for the PPP, specify system requirements and build a low-fidelity prototype of a personalized, privacy-safe SPA.

The next steps are as follows: Taking the prototype as a starting point, the actual artifact will be built in the Development stage. The goal is to develop an SPA which can be used for experimental performance measurement in the Evaluation stage. In other words, the to-be-developed SPA will allow for modular (de-)activation of personalization and privacy features. In this way, an experiment with a 2 x 3 factorial design will be conducted with the treatments personalization (low, high) and privacy-protection (or adequate proxy such as information-use transparency [22]; low, medium, high). Results are reflected and abstracted to the class of smart systems as design science knowledge in the Conclusion phase.

4. Preliminary Results

4.1. PPP in Current SPA Design

Within the interdisciplinary workshop, experts have contrasted personalization benefits and privacy risks according to SPA characteristics [24].

**Context-awareness** is the basic condition for providing personalized services. SPAs may be able to infer a user’s situation including personal information from gathered context data. Information privacy, however, aims at avoiding the collection of such data and reducing personal reference. Further, although the collection of context data requires the user’s consent, the typical length of privacy policies has been criticized to impose unrealistic cognitive burdens on individuals, so that only few actually consult them [21]. In addition, these policies and terms of services often lack transparency of data collection and utilization. A yet unanswered question is, however, whether increased transparency would positively or negatively influence use behavior.

**Self-evolution** relies on the processing of personal data to improve assistance over time according to individual usage patterns. For the case of SPAs, learning from user behavior is intimately connected with context-awareness. Hence, the more personal data a learning algorithm will process the better a user can be profiled and the steeper is the learning curve regarding which system behavior is appropriate in a given situation. Therefore, however, a vast amount of personal data is collected, combined and analyzed in the provider’s data centers which is critical to information privacy. Therefore, some approaches suggest that purely local (i.e. on-device) processing of personal data for personalization purposes is more privacy-safe than remote processing [38]. However, analyzing rich media material such as video and audio requires a lot of computational resources and effort which makes technical feasibility of on-device learning problematic.

**Anthropomorphism**, or human-likeness, allows users to establish social structures with and around SPAs [33]. Although not directly referred to personal data collection and processing, human-like traits are suggested to have a social impact, e.g., by influencing social norms, which may increase the willingness to disclose personal data compared to interactions with non-anthropomorphic systems. Human-likeness may further offer increased transparency and trust by explaining system behavior in an empathic manner.

**Multimodality**, the provision of various interaction channels, is likely to have a positive impact on objective usability. However, each input is a potential entry point for data with personal reference. For example, an SPA could identify a person by the combination of voice and visual characteristics. Access to the system must be limited to a selected group of individuals.

**Platform integration and extensibility** means the connection of both physical objects and online profiles, which, despite of obvious comfort advantages, represent additional sources of personal data streams. For example, Alexa is connected to Amazon Web Services, which also serves as infrastructure for the Amazon shop. Hence, the SPA has access to existing data on the personal profile, shopping behavior and payment options. A personalized, privacy-safe SPA must provide the user control and transparency over data streams across connected infrastructures.

4.2. Prior PPP Solution Approaches

Most of the solutions for the PPP proposed by prior research focus on the usage of **privacy profiles** in which privacy settings for various situations, contexts, or certain applications can be defined [e.g.,
Many other approaches to solve the PPP encompass client-sided personalization, i.e. saving private information on the respective user’s device and using them for personalization purposes without disclosing them to software providers [e.g., 16, 37]. Another concept to align personalization and privacy demands is the anonymization of user data before their analyzation. The concept of anonymity is defined in varying degrees, so that users are either identifiable, pseudonymous, or totally anonymous [25, 34]. In this regard, two main alternatives of anonymity can be distinguished: either the user information are perturbed or multiple users with similar context-dependent parameters are combined to user groups which then receive personalized services based on the group data [20]. Other approaches to solve the PPP involve enabling users to alter their personal data prior to their analyzation. Thus, personal information can be specified or distorted depending on the individual user’s privacy preferences [19]. Adapting prior PPP solution approaches for SPA design will be the main part of the upcoming interdisciplinary workshop with IS developers.
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